Dunholme St Chad’s Church of England Primary School

Year 6 Spring Term 4 Theme
Science and Technology:

We are studying light. We are going to
be exploring how we see things, how
shadows are formed and can be
changed.
In DT we are going to be using last
term’s electrical circuit knowledge to
build models with working parts.

Faith and Belief:

Our religious work will continue to focus
on Christian beliefs about the natural
world - looking at the wonderful world
that God has created. We will now be
looking at the negative aspects of our
world such as natural disasters, animal
extinction and why people suffer.

Arts and Creativity:

In music, we are composing our
own Samba inspired music.

Disaster!
Context:

In our curriculum we will be
looking at what happened to
ancient Mesoamerican
societies and how these great
civilisations ended. We will
also be looking at volcanoes
and how they are formed, as
well as looking at why bad
things happen in our world.

Place and Time:

We will be finishing our studies on
life during the ancient civilisations
of the Mayan and Aztec empires,
focussing on their demise.
Our work will also focus on
volcanoes, looking at how they are
formed, what causes them to erupt
and the impact of this.

Language, Oracy and Literacy:

This term we are going to be
looking at stories containing
flashbacks and focus on advancing
our writing of action scenes. We will
also be developing our journalistic
style to write newspaper reports.

Mathematics:

- Fractions
- Percentages
- Rotation, reflection and translation
- Statistics
- Algebra
- Roman Numerals
- Measures
Physical and Emotional Health/Citizenship
and Ethics:

Our outdoor PE focuses on tag rugby.
We will also be looking at playground
games and how we can play fairly and
ensure everyone has a positive
experience.

